
As part of the Merhavim activities, the eighth grade engaged in the design and creation of a
selected character, art pieces that will eventually be painted on the school walls. The purpose of
the activity is to combine features and values into one work. An activity that combines planning,
creativity, imagination, teamwork and perseverance.

In-School cultural programs 



HaGal Sheli” (My Wave) uses
surfing as an educational tool
and provides students with
the chance to ‘ride the wave’
and succeed. By facing the
unique forces of the sea and
overcoming the challenge of
surfing the students are
instilled with the self-
confidence and sense of
achievement necessary to
propel them through
equivalent life challenges.  

"Merchavim" operates in the school in the eighth-
twelfth grades. In each age group, students

participate in unique outdoor activities, surfing,
climbing, field trips, graffiti, etc. 

Merchavim Program 



The 7th-9th grade field trip born out of an effort to bring the students together with different
parts of the country. and to discover the beauty of the North. Students visited Rosh Hanikra
on the border with Lebanon, Gan Hanadiv in Zichron Yaacov, Elroy Spring, Shlomi near
Maalot. They saw different colors, spring water, Mediterranean sea water, flowers, thorns, old
railway tracks and trains traveling on new tracks.

Outdoor field trips, disovering Israel



Students adopted the nursing home in the Katamon neighborhood: renovated the garden, planted
seedlings, baked cakes, prepared holiday packages for the elderly, came to visit and sang for them.

Yad Zahav



The school held the memorial service for the victims of the Israeli military operations. Staff,
students, alumni, we all dedicated ourselves to the memory of the fallen. Later in the day,
students attended a lecture on the story of the The Hadassah convoy massacre .

Ceremonies for the 'Holocaust remembrance Day' and for
the 'Memorial Day for the Fallen Soldiers of the Wars of

Israel and Victims of Actions of Terrorism'



At the end of the exciting and festive evening, an evening where the graduation party of the 22nd cycle took
place, a student came on stage, a student who usually does not tend to stand out, and started singing, on his
own initiative, at the end of the party, just before saying goodbye...Perhaps a gift for the years of study at
Kedma, the attitude of the staff, the love of the escorts, a meeting with friends, the result of close, embracing,
supportive and demanding accompaniment.

End of the Year Party

Educational tour of the Jerusalem Market "Machane Yehuda"

Visiting Israel Museum
 The "Nofi-Guf" exhibition combines artworks
in a variety of media with historical sources,
points out the connections between the

human body and nature, and presents the
descriptions of the human body as a
measure of all things.  Students are

encouraged to examine the boundaries of
body and mind and their relation to social

and political issues.

Other enrichment programs



The music students in the school do not stop working hard, amazing us and surprising us. They released
two celebratory clips this year, led by their music teacher Guy Cohen. The first clip "Beginning Anew“ (We
start again) came out when students return to school after the long period of lockdown, in hopes of new
and better days. With their second clip, "My Heart“, students participated in a Ministry of Education
video clip competition. In addition, the students participated in a young ensemble competition with 30
schools in Jerusalem, they performed in one of the most prestigious music clubs in the field of music in
the country and won third place!


